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About This Content

Are you ready for the hottest fishing event of this holiday season? With the Winter Pike Pack the answer is YES! Catching one
of the fastest and most vicious predators was never easy, but competing against other anglers is an even bigger challenge! That’s

why we created this limited edition exclusive Pack that’ll get you prepared and fully armed for the occasion!
Winter Pike Pack contains a superb selection of premium grade rods, reels, lures and other tackle that’ll make you feel certain
of victory. Including ultimate Pike fishing goodies like the exclusive Winter Pike Tour edition top notch spinning rod and reel

combos, available only in this Pack! You also get tons of different pike tackle like jig heads, spoons and crankbaits not to
mention exclusive fishing apparel including the limited edition HotPiker fishing jacket, the MuskieBox rod case and cool stuff

like Fireworks!
Winter Pike Pack is an all-in-one tackle set that along with your champion skills is sure to get trophy Pike coming your way!

WINTER PIKE PACK includes:
* 40 000 CREDITS - use to purchase new tackle, pay for fishing trips, repairs and any other in-game expenses.

* 20 BAITCOINS - use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!
* 7-DAY PREMIUM Enjoy seven days of Premium Status and advance your game progress by getting a 50% boost to

Experience for catching fish and x2 Credits for selling your catch! You also get to register in Competitions for free! In addition,
you get the opportunity to rent a kayak with a 50% discount!

* 40 Storage Slots
* 2 Tackle Setup Slots

RODS ‘N REELS fantastic Spinning combos for champion Pike fishing:
Rods:
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* WPT PowerEsox® 250 - Length: 8' 2" (2.5m); Lure Weight: 5/8 – 2 Oz (18-56 g); Power: X-Heavy; Line Weight: 15 – 42 lb
(7-19.5 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 2; Guides: 10

* WPT PikeWinner 270 - Length: 8' 10" (2.7 m); Lure Weight: 1/6–5/8 Oz. (4-18 g); Power: Light; Line Weight: 3–13 Lb.
(1.5-6 kg); Action: Fast; Pieces: 2; Guides: 10

Reels:
* WTP MuskieSpin® 5500 - Ratio: 5.4:1; Recovery: 31.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 32/110 (0.5/110), braid 30/180 (0.28/180);

Max Drag: 42 Lb. (19 kg)
* WPT NorthernLite 2500 - Ratio: 4.7:1; Recovery: 27.5" (70 cm); Capacity: mono 8/100 (0.25/100), braid 10/125 (0.2/125);

Max Drag: 12.1 Lb. (5.5 kg)

TERMINAL TACKLE - a selection of tackle to bring you closer to victory!
* Lines:

Braid .011" (0.28 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 30 Lb. (13.6 kg)
Braid .008" (0.2 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 10 Lb. (4.5 kg)

Fluoro .024" (0.6 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 40 Lb. (18.1 kg)
Mono .012" (0.3 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 12 Lb. (5.4 kg)

* Spoons: Casting Spoon 1/4 Oz. (7 g), #1/0 (x2); Casting Spoon 1/2 Oz. (14 g), #2/0 (x2); Casting Spoon 3/4 Oz. (21 g), #3/0
(x2)

* Jig Heads: JigHead 1/4 Oz. (7 g), #1, JigHead 1/3 Oz. (9 g), #1/0, JigHead 1/2 Oz. (14 g), #2/0, JigHead 3/4 Oz (21 g), #3/0,
JigHead 1 1/2 Oz. (42 g), #4/0, JigHead 1 5/7 Oz. (48 g), #6/0, JigHead 1 1/2 Oz (42 g), #8/0

* Shads: Shad 5 cm (x2), Shad 7 cm (x2), Shad 10 cm (x2)
* TopWater Lures: Popper 3/4 Oz. (21 g), #4/0; Walker 3/8 Oz (10 g), #1/0; Walker 1/2 Oz (14 g), #3/0; Frog-popper 5/8 Oz

(18 g), #3/0 (x2)
* Crankbaits: Crankbait 2 m, #5/0 (x2)

EQUIPMENT – Tackle storage and other angling equipment.
* WPT HotPiker Fishing Jacket - Tackles: 15; Lines: 2

* WPT MuskieBox Rod Case - Rods: 2; Reels: 2
* FishCabin M Plus Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 66 Lb. (30 kg); Total Fish Weight: 154 Lb. (70 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes

FISHING LICENSES (7 days):
* Advanced Missouri License

* Advanced New York License
* Advanced Alberta License

* Advanced Louisiana License
* Advanced Michigan License
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Title: Fishing Planet: Winter Pike Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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fishing planet winter pike pack

needs more levels :\. This is a moderately challenging puzzle game with straight forward controls. There is a certain amount of
elegance in the simplicity, and it does require you to use your brain to beat it. Despite being quite short it is a great value, and I
think this will be my go to game when showing friends VR.

Unfortunately I have an anime profile picture, so none of my opinions matter.. Cosmic surger is an ♥♥♥♥♥♥ic trip through
the multiverse as a God with control of all creation. AMAZING!!!!!. Once you enter this game, you are forced to watch an
interlude and you are not able to open the menu(you are not even told about the keyboard settings), change the sound level(they
are very noisy on default), man this is 2019, how can a game be made like that? I just want to change the game into windowed
mode and lower the sound then enjoy it!. I'm really disappointed of this game. 20 minutes into it and I've got bugged 3 times, I
fell under the map in the train station and it really ruinned the whole game experience for me.. It isn't very impressive. It lacks
ALOT. I figured this would be something to tinker around in and things. But within a few moments it was already boring
beyond belief.
What did me in though was. Drop something from your backpack and it's 'gone forever'.
. Oh boy, more Last Dream.

So if you played the last game- It's very much more of the same, in a good way. They've clearly learned as they work on the
series, and a lot of the rougher edges of the design have been improved this go-around. Levels and Dungeons seem to be better-
designed this time, and they've clearly gotten their hands on a much wider array of tilesets and other assets, so the whole game
feels very distinct both in telling regions apart from eachother, and like you'll never look at a screen and mistake it for
something you saw in the first game. Oh, and the music is still sweet.

If you've never played the original- you can still play this game no problem, but you gotta get a sense of what you're trying to get
into: This is a Zoning Out Game. This is a game where you've got some time to kill, and you just chill out and go for awhile. It's
never going to grab you by the heart or get your adrenaline pumping, but if you have the right itch for it to scratch, you'll have a
great time. I love these games, even as I understand that not everyone wants a zoning out game. If you do, give one of these ones
a shot. If not, they're probably not for you, and that's fine.. these people managed to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up asteroids
controls. the most basic control scheme in the world, which even i know how to make, and they \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed it
up. if you brush along a wall you will turn to face it and then become stuck, like a dart trapped in an enormous dartboard if the
dartboard was a space station and the dart was an indicator of how badly made this game was, or something like that, this
analogy kind of got away from me but whatever it controls horribly and has awful weird inertia which makes navigating the
instant death mazes they mistook for good level design tedious rather than difficult. tedious is not a good word to associate with
your game!. Sweven is what happens is when your animations are poor, your assets are buggy, and you don't even have enough
budget to add colour to your game.
Between a sheer lack of content, inconsistent controls and the occasional lack of proofreading, the only memorable aspect of
Sweven is how all its jolly bugs manage to occupy a whole 3.7 GB of hard disk space.. played the old game this is based off of
and have to say i love this new game upgrade wow.. hope it keeps going ...keep up the good work hours off fun.. hope you keep
upgrading the game...
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Fun game to pass time or to just have a 5 minute break.. Wow Free DLC!!! The DLC Is Pretty Cool it adds in Lots of stuff. I
really love this game! despite it being difficult and all, it's a good game, but one thing I found, when I walked out of the room
the Wolf was looking Directly at me with it's red eyes. and didnt go for me. I think it's a glitch. but overall still a good game! but
I recomend an Extras Menu with Fornt Views and Side views of the Animatronics.. Spent a little bit of time on this game. It's
okay.. I know saying "not fun" in here sounds weird, seeing how its a damn minesweeper, yet I felt quite bored.

Minesweeper itself is.. alright. UI is kind of meh, but tolerable. Right clicking on a number shows up a grid of affected
area, but... why is it on hold, instead of press once - press twice. It's nitpicking, but still it's simply for quality of life.
And having to use arrows, as well as mouse, feels kind of uncomfortable.

 I also bought the game for having Sudoku in it, which, sadly, had a pretty bad UI, which very badly chosen colors
making them hard to read, or to distinguish between 3x3 boxes of sudoku itself. I can find better ones online for free.

Asteroids were just meh. Plain meh, with objects spawning nearly on top of me, with ship being too slow, and not being
able to fire more missiles until they despawned offscreen.

Catcher was a bit fun, I liked how it sped up a bit after 300 or so points.
UI wise again, it bugs out (as if you complete Sudoku, you get SOLVED stuck on the screen forever, even making it
impossible to track your score in Catcher), the zoom gets wonky (zoomed out at minesweeper and swapped to Catcher -
camera was still zoomed out, making the mode easier to do).
And to summarize the minigames: They feel cheap, quickly made, put in just for the sake of it.
Soundtrack feels... like if i was on an exotic island, to be quite honest, but I can't really criticise this, because I have no
idea what would I put into minesweeper.
Oh and Steam leaderboards didn't work for me. No idea if they are updated periodically, but it only had one entry in easy
mode sweeper category, with my name nowhere to be found, even through I played 5 different sweepers + all 3 minigames.

For these who care about the achievements, I finished all of them in 35 minutes. So if you are into that, it's a plus, i guess.

Recommendation for a dev: Add different color schemes (night mode would be great). I would really like to recommend
this game. It looks very promising from the few minutes I have been able to watch. However, I have had it crash on me 3
times in a row. I restarted my machine, tried to restart Steam, etc. It goes for a minute or so and then crashes with various
errors.

I will update my review if, or when, I am able to watch the entire movie.. I really want to give this game a good review I
really do...

BUT, saving is impossible and loading saves equally so.

Autosaves were the only saves that would work for me two days ago, now they don't.
Manual saving never worked.
Loading the autosaves has never worked.

I've not seen many bugs and its never crashed on me, the few bugs I've found were where the dwarves couldn't path out of
the tile they were in to do anything and trade caravans stopped coming because the trade area was 'unaccessable' even
though I never moved it and it had worked only minutes prior to that event.

I recommend staying away from this game until at least the saving and loading issues have been fixed for good.
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